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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

In this chapter, the researcher provides the informations that relate with the process and 

steps in conducting the research. This chapter consists of research design, research subject, data 

collection, technique and instrument. 

3.1. Research design 

Research on increasing Student Learning Motivation and Student Learning Outcomes in 

Reading Comprehension Basic Competencies Class VIII Tahfidz Al'mansyurin Malang Middle 

School Academic Year 2018/2019 was a Classroom Action Research (CAR). Classroom Action 

Research is carried out with existing provisions. Mature planning is an important thing to do in 

this study. 

According to Sanjaya (2013), Classroom Action Research is a process of studying learning 

problems in the classroom through self-reflection in an effort to solve these problems by doing 

various planned actions in real situations and analysing each influence of these treatments. The 

treatment can be in the form of applying the right learning model for the class with appropriate 

problems. When the treatment is not accordingly there will be no increase or desired change. The 

goal is to plan according to the real situation as a guideline so that the implementation does not 

experience significant obstacles. According to Suharsimi Arikunto et al (2009) Classroom Action 

Research is a plan for learning activities in the form of an action that is deliberately raised and 

occurs in a class together. From the understanding of classroom action research according to some 

experts, it can be concluded that classroom action research is a study carried out using actions or 

actions to achieve certain goals. 
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This Classroom Action Research uses a minimum of two cycles. Cycle I consists of 2 

meetings, with 1 learning meeting a number of 2 lesson hours (JP) and 1 Formative test meeting 

with 1 JP. Cycle II consists of 2 meetings with 1 learning meeting of 2 JP and 1 formative test 

meeting with 1 JP. If in the second cycle the expected results are not obtained then the next cycle 

will be held until the results obtained are in line with expectations. According to Arikunto (2009) 

each cycle implementation through four stages, namely planning, action, observation, and 

reflection. This is stated as follows: 

Step 1: Planning 

In this stage, the researcher explained what, why, when, where, by whom and how the 

action was carried out. In other words, determining the focus of events that need special attention 

to be observed, then make an observation instrument to help researchers record the facts that occur 

during the action. 

In more detail, it can be described as follows: (1) identifying and analyzing problems, (2) 

determining the reasons why the research was conducted, (3) defining the problem clearly, (4) 

determining the way to find answers, in the form of action hypothesis formulation , (5) determine 

ways to test hypotheses, and (6) make detailed design actions. 

Step 2: Action 

The second stage is the implementation of the design content, namely the researcher takes 

action in the classroom by applying the Jigsaw type cooperative learning model in learning to read 

basic reading comprehension competencies. Researchers must obey everything that has been 

formulated in the planning or design, but must be reasonable, not artificial. 

Step 3: Observing 
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The third stage is the observation activity carried out by the observer. Actually it is a little 

less appropriate if this stage is separated from the implementation of actions because observations 

must be made when the action is being carried out. So, both of them take place in the same time. 

Things that are the focus of the observation phase are in the form of student motivation and the 

performance of the teacher or researcher during the learning process. 

Step 4: Reflection 

This fourth stage is an activity to restate what has been done. This reflection activity is very 

appropriate to be carried out when the implementing teacher has completed the action, then 

assesses the implementation of the action plan or in other words evaluates itself. The focus of this 

activity is on student motivation, student learning outcomes, and the performance of teachers or 

researchers in the learning process of accounting basic competencies through the application of 

the Jigsaw cooperative learning model. From the results of new reflections we can assess whether 

the learning that has been done is successful or not. 

Picture 3. 1 The steps of the Classroom action research. 
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3.2. Research object  

Classroom Action Research was conducted at Tahfidz Al’mansyurin Middle School in class 

VIII Academic Year 2019/2020. The study was conducted in March 2019. Address Jalan Kapi 

Menda VII Blok 11F, Number 45, Mangliawan Village, Pakis District, Malang Regency, Postal 

Code 65154. 

3.3. Research subject 

The subject of this study was the eighth grade students of Tahfidz Al'mansyurin Malang 

Middle School which numbered 30, while the objects in this study were Student Learning 

Motivation and Student Learning Outcomes on the basic competencies of reading skills through 

the application of the Jigsaw cooperative learning model. 

3.4. Data Collection  

1. Student Learning Motivation in Basic Competencies reading comprehension. 

 

Student learning motivation is an impulse that appears in individuals to do things as well 

as possible in order to achieve the goals to be achieved. Motivation can be seen from the following 

characteristics: enthusiastic in taking lessons, diligently working on assignments, resilient facing 

difficulties, preferring to learn and solve problems, able to maintain his opinion, not easily let go 

of things that are believed, like to find and solve problems. 

2. Student Learning Outcomes in Basic Competencies reading comprehension. 

 

Student learning outcomes are something that is obtained after going through the learning 

process of reading comprehension competencies which results in changes in knowledge, attitudes, 

and behavior and creativity by students. Measurement of learning outcomes is used by holding 

material formative tests after they have been studied. Material formative tests can be seen whether 

the results of student learning have been as expected or not. 
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3. Cooperative Learning Model (Jigsaw) 

 

The Jigsaw learning model can be used if the material being studied is in the form of written 

narrative or theory. This model is suitable for basic reading comprehension object competencies 

which have theories to understand the basics contained in the reading comprehension so that there 

is no difficulty in working on the material or problem solving. Good learning is when students 

understand the concepts and basics well, not only memorize but really understand. In this 

technique students work in members of the same group with different backgrounds. 

3.4.1. Technique and Instruments 

 The observation and post-test were used to support the qualitative data above. Preliminary 

study is to find out the students’ reading ability and post-test to find out the improvement of reading 

ability. 

 

3.4.1.1. Instruments  

 

Lesson plan 

Based on the results of observations made on January 3, 2019. students in class VIII of 

Tahfidz Al'Mansyurin Middle School Malang only 12 students or 40% who completed their grades 

above the average score (KKM) and 60% of students or 18 students were still incomplete because 

below the value (KKM). The KKM standard determined is 72.  

The focus of action in this cycle is to improve students' reading skills. Researchers applied 

the jigsaw technique to improve student reading skills especially in reading narrative texts. 

Researchers use this technique as part of the English teaching and learning process. The text used 

is, 1) Greedy King, 2) Rabbits and Crocodiles 3) Old Grandfather and Grandson, and 4) Mice and 

Frogs 5) A plan to Kill Snakes. The researcher applied the jigsaw technique and there were 2 

assessment and 1 quiz to find out the achievement of student’s understanding in reading subject. 
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Open-ended Questionnaire  

This are questionnaires which given to the students after the sessions finished. It is included five 

open-ended questions:  

 

1. What do you think about the learning process given by the researcher? 

2. Are you feel bored? 

3. Is there any difficulty when doing the assessment? 

4. Does the teacher explain clearly? 

5. What do you think about jigsaw learning method? 

Based on student responses, data from five open survey questions were analyzed by 

lowering the general theme and categorizing it under positive and negative views on the use of 

jigsaw-based cooperative learning.  

Class observations 

The class observation was done to obtain the information that was needed in the next action 

plan in this research. The research noted everything related to the student’s behaviour in learning 

reading comprehension, the teacher’s action in the class, the technique which was implemented in 

the class, and the problem found in the teaching and learning process when the action were being 

implemented. The class observation was done by both the researcher and the English teacher.  

Photograph  

Some pictures were taken while the teaching learning process. The photos were taken to 

support the collected data. They were used as a reference to arrange the next action. 
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3.4.2. Procedure  

The study is carried out with several phases of enforcement that consist of a minimum of 

two cycle. Each cycle consist of stages of action planning, execution, observation, and reflection. 

In this study will be used two cycles with the four steps outlined as follows: 

 

3.4.2.1. Cycle I 

 

a) Planning 

 

The first step was for researcher to plan an agreement with a relevant teacher of SMP 

Tahfidz Al’Mansyurin about the material to be used for research, and making lesson plan with the 

material contained in the learning model jigsaw type. 

b) Action 

 

Action process is the implementation of planning that has been compiled. Researcher did 

the research process, implementing the learning activity using cooperative learning model jigsaw 

type.  

c) Observing 

Observation is made during the learning process and thus requires precision in the 

performance and assessment. Researcher in this regard were helped by English teacher to view the 

activity in cooperative learning jigsaw type. And the observer write the result in a prepared 

observation sheet. 

 

d) Reflecting 

The reflection is a means to review the actions done on the subject of research. This step 

was made possible through discussion between researcher and teacher English subject. Teacher 

and researcher alike analyse the data from the observation sheet during the learning process and 
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also the interview process done after the study is over. Based on a reflection can be known for any 

the advantages or disadvantages that occurs during the learning process. In order to be used as the 

basic material in the second cycle, if it is needed. 

3.4.3. Successful criteria 

This research is said to be successful when the indicators made are achieved or fulfilled. 

Learning is said to be successful if all or at least most 80% of students are actively involved in the 

learning process. Active is not only measured how many ask question but are active in expressing 

opinions and can be critical.  

In this study the indicator of success is the increase in learning motivation and learning 

outcomes of class VIII A students of Tahfidz Al’Mansyurin middle school Malang from cycle 1 

to cycle 2 which is calculated by the percentage score of student motivation on the observed 

aspects. This action is successful if there is an increase in learning motivation and student learning 

outcomes at least obtained by the percentage of learning motivation and learning outcomes which 

is equal to 80%. 

 


